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Abstract—There are unwritten guidelines for how to make
robot videos that researchers learn from their advisors and
pass onto their students. We believe that it is important for the
community to collaboratively discuss and develop a standard set
of best practices when making robot. We suggest a starting set
of maxims for best robot video practices, and highlight positive
examples from the community and negative examples only from
videos made by the authors of this article. In addition, we offer
a checklist that we hope can act as an document that can be
given to robotic researchers to inform them of how to make
robot videos that truthfully characterize what a robot can and
can not do. We consider this a first draft, and are looking for
feedback from the community as we refine and grow our maxims
and checklist.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are several types of research artifacts that the robotics
community values: Research articles and papers, simulations,
software and robot hardware are some of the primary ones.
Robot videos are useful both as tools for story telling, as
well as as documenting robot research being applied in the
real-world. Nick Roy says that the essence of robot research
is to “make the robot do something that it could not do
before, and explain why”. Indeed, real-world robot challenges
such as the Amazon Picking Challenge [6, 8], RoboCup [13]
and the DARPA challenge [14] have spurred some of the
most influential work in developing real-world applications of
robotics research in the recent decade. Robot videos serve a
uniquely distinct role of showing the viewer what the robot
can do that it could not do before in the real world.
Despite the important role robot videos serve as a research
artifact within the community, there has been no proposed
standard set of best practices for making robot videos. In this
article, we suggest a set of maxims for producing valuable
robot videos for the research community: make clear film
edits, record all trials, display film rate, and highlight
supporting systems. We also discuss how various examples
from the community already demonstrate these maxims, and
offer a checklist based on these maxims that we hope act as
a set of best practices for robot videos. We recognize that our
set of maxims are not complete, and look forward to engaging
with the community to further discuss and expand on a set of
best practices for robot videos.
II. MAXIMS FOR ROBOT VIDEOS
In this section, we offer a set of maxims (the title of each
of subsection) for producing robot videos as valuable research
artifacts for documenting what a robot can and can not do.
We believe it is important for robot videos to accurately
and transparently characterize the robustness, reliability, and
completeness of robot systems capabilities. We offer advice
on how to generally best follow the maxims, and discuss
references to robot videos from the community that we find to
be positive examples of each maxim and appropriate negative
examples produced by the authors and collaborators.
A. Clear Film Edits
Film editing is the processes of applying post-production
techniques on video footage, and serves a variety of technical
and artistic purposes when making robot videos. Technically,
film editing is useful for purposes like simultaneously dis-
playing and splicing together multiple camera views so as
to inform the user what the robot is able to perceive as
well as provide the viewer with more environmental context
than can be achieved by a single camera perspective due to
occlusion and limited sensing range. Artistically, film edits
are useful for conveying a concise and compelling story
narrative that represents what the robot is now able to do,
by means such as removing footage where the robot does not
move or performs a long, repetitive behavior, to combining
video footage taken from different trials to demonstrate best-
case scenario of the robot completing an entire task in a
single attempt. We believe that film editing provides incredibly
useful techniques for improving viewer comprehension and
enjoyment, but recognize that it is important to make clear
within a robot video how film edits are being used when it is
not clear in order to best characterize what a robot can and
can not do.
Long take footage is useful in robot videos for demonstrat-
ing how reliable the robot system is. One useful film editing
technique with long take footage is to display synchronized
footage from a single trial captured from multiple camera per-
spectives. For example, in the video made by Mousavian et al.
[19], they display continuous footage of a robot generating
grasp points on objects and then performing a pick and place
task over multiple trials (video at [7]). To give the viewer
better environmental context, the video contains synchronized
footage from a camera mounted on the end effector of the
robot and from a third-party camera sitting statically next to
the objects. The one-take footage plays over multiple trials,
giving the viewer a nuanced understanding of how the objects
are configured and what the robot egotistically perceives.
Another example of clear film editing in a robot video is from
Kayacan et al. [12], where they recorded footage of a robot
autonomously counting corn stands while driving near farm
crops (video at [11]). In the video, they display footage both
from a third-party camera as well as camera footage captured
from the forward on board camera, which they clearly label
in their video. Clearly splicing together synchronised camera
footage captured from a single trial is a great way of providing
the viewer with contextual and environmental awareness for
what the robot can do.
We also offer an example made by collaborators of this
paper ([3]) that uses film editing to artistically tell a story
narrative for what the robot can do, but does not clearly
indicate what film edits are made. In the video, a robot is
making cookies, and there are many different camera views
edited back-to-back (video at [25]). It is not clear if the
footage taken comes from a single trial or multiple trials, and
there is footage that is removed (stirring, etc.) without any
mention regarding how much footage was removed or how
many trials it took to get all the shots. While [3] successfully
uses film editing techniques to tell a compelling story of what
the robot can now do, it does not make clear what is movie
magic (artistic film editing) and what is robot magic (research
contribution). We suggest that robot videos explicitly make
clear when footage is taken from different trials and edited
together, where camera footage is captured from in the scene,
and when robot footage is removed. Robot videos should give
the viewer an accurate sense of how long the trial took, how
reliable and robust the system is, and whether the video was
done in one trial.
B. Record All Trials
Robot experiments often require many trials and extended
interaction with the environment. Robot videos should high-
light when a robot performs a task successfully in order to
give the viewer a sense of what the robot can do that it could
not do before. However, it is also important and useful for
the viewer to be able to get a sense of the system in both
success and failure modes. Transparency about the limitations
and problems of systems is important because that is where
new research directions are born. Recording all robot trials
is useful for providing rich documentation on how the robot
system operates, and (if possible) it is best to preserve all
footage so that it can accessed along with the shorter video.
Videos of robots failing are both popular among the pub-
lic as well as valuable research artifacts in the robotics
community. Footage of robots falling over at the DARPA
robotics challenge (video at [24]) are popular because they are
humorous as well as useful for motivating how far robotics as a
field has to go in order to succeed in the real world. Examining
examples of robot failures is an important exercise to see how
robot fails, what conditions cause failure, and what the field
can work on in order to make robots better. Segmenting out
failure cases and discussing what issues occurred during trials
gives the viewer a more holistic understanding of how robust
and reliable the system is.
Pan et al. [21] record raw footage of an autonomous car
with an onboard camera driving around multiple times around
a track outside (video at [2]). Simply showing long raw footage
of many trials back-to-back from either a continuous take or
clear film edits, as outlined in section II-A, is a great way to
demonstrate how robust and reliable the system is compared
to just showing one trial.
We offer an example video made by the collaborators
of this paper’s authors that does not accurately reflect the
robustness of the robot system (video at [23]). Here, the
authors demonstrate the capability of their Virtual Reality
teleoperation system to be used in order to perform a long-
distance complex cup stacking task. While the video includes
a single continuous shot of a user successfully performing the
task one time, it does not show other attempts or indicate how
many attempt were required to get the final success trial. When
a video shows only the successful trials, it should indicate
whether it was done in a single attempt or how many trials
were needed to get the ones in the videos. A robot video
should convey to the viewer an accurate sense of how robust
and reliable the robot system is.
C. Display Film Rate
Robot videos are often sped up or slowed down in order
to help the viewer better understand what is going on. This is
because robots can be fast and difficult to see in real-time, or
robots can be slow in their processes and a shorter video is
desirable. While manipulating film rate is a useful technique
for editing robot videos, it is important to clearly indicate the
film rate (2x speed, 1
2
x speed, etc.) so the user has an accurate
sense of how fast the robot operates. This is perhaps the most
obvious to include maxim, since displaying the film rate is so
common (video examples at [26] and [27]).
Mirjan et al. [17] employ an interesting technique of dis-
playing their drone build a bridge at both a normal speed and a
sped up speed (video at [1]). The video first shows the drones
operating at a regular pace, and then speed up the video to
20x, and then slow down the video back to real time at the
end. Showing the real-time and manipulated time back-to-back
help the viewer get a sense of how long robot would takes to
operate.
D. Highlight Supporting Systems
Robot videos often include many supporting systems such
as AR tags, speech recognition systems, motion capture,
and wizard-of-oz teleoperation and human scripted behavior.
Supporting systems are useful for demonstrating how the
research contribution can be integrated into a full end-to-
end robot system to perform a truly complex and impressive
task. When using supporting systems in a robot video, it
is important to indicate what the supporting systems are.
Supporting systems have their own unique limitations, (for
example, motion capture requiring a structured setup), and
viewers should have an accurate and complete understanding
of the robot’s capabilities and supporting systems in the video.
[16] is a positive video example that explicitly highlights
the supporting systems that are used. They point out where
their pressure regulators and external cameras are and how
they are used for the movement of the soft robot. [5] is
also a good video example that visually points out how their
robot arm uses supporting systems for pick and place by
focusing on the cameras and QR tags that the robot uses for
scanning objects. Although certain systems in a robot video
may be easily identifiable by experts, one should not assume
all viewers are able to identify and understand the context in
which subsystems are being used, and the video should be
explicit and explain, to the best of their reasonable capability,
what the supporting systems are, where they are, and how they
are being used.
We offer a robot video example made by the authors of this
paper that do not make the supporting systems explicitly clear.
In Karamcheti et al. [10], a robot is following natural language
instructions by using a motion capture as a supporting system
to know where the blocks and the robot are localized (video at
[15]). However, the video does not make this explicit, and it is
difficult to tell whether the robot is perceiving the block using
its on-board sensing equipment or not. Robot videos should
highlight supporting off-the-shelf syetems and be clear about
how they are being used with the research contribution.
III. CHECKLIST
In order to help put our maxims to practice, we offer a
checklist that can be used when producing robot videos:
• Record All Trials
 Keep all recordings and upload them along with a
shorter video (if possible).
 Segment out failure recordings to highlight where
system goes wrong.
 Indicate how many trials it took to get the successful
one shown in video.
• Clear Film Edits
 Indicate when spliced shots are from different trials
(e.g: film edits are not from one continuous take).
 Make clear where various camera views are being
captured from.
• Display Film Rate
 If you manipulated speed of video, display the film
rate.
• Highlight Supporting Systems
 Whenever using off-the-shelf supporting systems to
demonstrate your end-to-end system (QR tags, mo-
tion planners, speech-to-text, human scripted behavior,
etc.), make clear what they are and where they are and
how they are being used with your contribution.
 Show what they are, where they are, and how they are
being used.
IV. RELATED WORK
Simulators make robot research much more easily repro-
ducible and verifiable than needing to use real robot hardware,
and we refer the interested reader to [9] and [22] for more
in-depth analysis of the subject of reproducible research for
learning agents with simulators. Corpus based evaluations are
also useful for standard comparison of real-robot systems, with
standard datasets being useful in a variety of robotic subfields
[4, 20, 18]. All of these standard methods of validating robot
research should be done if possible when conducting robot
research. We also recognize that there are many types of
robot research, both systems papers and theoretical papers,
that have cases where a video on a real robot is not necessary
or practical.
V. CONCLUSION
In this article, we offer a set of best practices when making
robot videos: make clear film edits, reord all trials, display
film rate, and highlight supporting systems. We hope that
our maxims spark a discussion in the robotics community
about the value of robot videos and that our examples provide
helpful context for our video suggestions. We look forward
to engaging with the community and discussing how to
take further steps towards developing best practices for robot
videos.
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